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Fig. 13. An early observation of scaling: VW,  for the proton as a function of q2 for W > 2 GeV,
at W = 4.

Figure 13 shows early data on VW,, for o = 4, as a function of q2. Within
the errors there was no q2 dependence.

A more complex separation procedure was required to determine R and
the structure functions, as discussed above. The kinematic region in q2 - w
space available for the separation is shown in Figure 14. This figure also
shows the 75 kinematic points where, after the majority of the experiments
were complete, separations had been made. Figure 15 displays sample least-
square fits to C (v,q2,0)  vs E (v,q2,8),  as defined earlier, in comparison with
data, from which OL and or and then R, were found.

A rough evaluation of scaling is provided by, for example, inspecting a
plot of the data taken by the collaboration on VW, against x as shown in
Figure 16. These data, to a fair approximation, describe a single function of
x. Some deviations, referred to as scale breaking, are observed. They are
more easily inspected by displaying the q 2 dependence of the structure
functions. Figure 17 shows separated values of 2MWl  and VW,  from data
taken late in the program, plotted against q2 for a series of constant values
of X . With extended kinematic coverage and with smaller experimental
errors, sizeable scale breaking was observed in the data.

V I Theoretical Implications of the Electron-Proton Inelastic Scattering Data.

As noted earlier, the discovery, during the first inelastic proton measure-
ments, of the weak q 2 dependence of the structure function VW,, coupled
with the scaling concept inferred from current algebra and its roots in the
quark theory, at once suggested new possibilities concerning nucleon struc-
ture. At the 1968 Vienna Meeting, where the results were made public for




